
BLOCK LETTER HANDWRITING ASSESSMENT

Handwriting Quality Analysis of Block Letters and Cursive Words. . Similar to other assessment tools (Falk et al., ;
Kulesh et al., ;.

Begin to develop letter formation to combine components of letters e. Letter awareness: Consistent knowledge
of the letters appearance, sound and later its name, either by visual recognition or by writing them age
appropriateness must be considered. Increased pressure and anxiety in a school aged child due to difficulties
keeping up in class. Letters are formed by writing the letter strokes in succession Doughnut letters are formed
by a doughnut followed by a stick or tail. The writing paper templates in this section have room at the top for
students to illustrate a story topic what they did last summer or any other writing prompt , and the line widths
at the bottom of the page are in various sizes appropriate for different grade levels. Sticks are always written
from top to bottom. Postural control: The ability to stabilise the trunk and neck to enable coordination of other
limbs such as the arm and hand for writing. Display easily legible writing. Handwriting Performance
Expectations Start of Preschool Begin exploration of letter awareness in learning letter appearance and the
sounds they make not their names. The most common strokes are sticks, humps and doughnuts Why
"doughnut" letters? Stick letters start with a stick followed by an open or closed hump. The arm moves as a
whole unit to move the pencil. They may not be able to keep up with their peers during writing assignments.
Begin writing their name with fairly good legibility and reasonable ease. Difficulties completing exams due to
difficulty answering all questions in writing within the allocated time. Difficulties meeting academic criteria
due to poor handwriting skills. What other problems can occur when a child has handwriting performance
difficulties? When children have difficulties with handwriting performance, they are might also have
difficulties with: Poor persistence with handwriting tasks, which puts a child at risk of becoming disengaged
in an academic environment and under-performing academically. What activities can help improve
handwriting performance? These handwriting pages feature larger line heights turned sideways and are
appropriate for preschool, kindergarten or first grade kids just starting their writing practice. Begin to develop
number recognition. Write consistently on the line and within lines. Although we commonly think of
handwriting as simply what we see written on the page, handwriting actually reflects two equally important
aspects: Product: What the written outcome looks like e. Whatever the issue is, there are many strategies and
activities for addressing handwriting skills that can help kids compensate for difficulties or help them develop
the skills they are lacking. Allow children to build letters using Wikki Stix , wooden pieces, or this cool play
dough kit. Shoulder stability: The ability to use the shoulder joint muscles to hold the shoulder steady which
then allows the arm to be held in different positions while the forearm and hand perform handwriting.


